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Chapter 119 Master Is Back 

The red bracelet on Lilly’s wrist continued to glow, alleviating some pressure on her chest. 

However, she still felt weak and did not have any strength. 

Blake picked up Lilly and said, “Go to the hospital. We’re going to the hospital!” 

He felt a sense of panic, a feeling of powerlessness that was beyond his control. 

Only then did he vaguely understand that his delicate little darling differed from other children. 

Anthony quickly took out his phone and called Gilbert first. 

Upon seeing Lilly injured, the head-hugging female spirit was happy and rushed toward Lilly. 

It would be great to be human. She wanted to be human. 

And being Lilly was fantastic. Not only was she the beloved little princess of the Crawford family, but she 

was from the MacNeil family. 

With so many people doting on her, will I be able to get whatever I want if I become her? 

At that time, she would go to Miralaea and become a famous person, obtaining an identity card from 

Miralaea and becoming a citizen. 

She would be superior to others wherever she went. 

“Be careful, Lilly!” The weakling spirit rushed over. 

Josh had no other choice but to stand in front of Lilly. He gritted his teeth, saying, “Don’t come any 

closer!” 

He grabbed the yellow charm and fiercely smashed it at the ghost. 

Unfortunately, the yellow charm was disposable and useless after it was destroyed. 

At that moment, a black lightning bolt flashed with a crackling sound, knocking out the fierce head-

hugging female spirit. 

The man wearing a white robe had a cold expression, a pale complexion, and crimson lips. It was Pablo. 

Josh almost cried out, “Master!” 

He had never been so excited to see a ghost before. 

Pablo looked terrible. He had only been away for a few days, and now another malignant spirit was in 

the house. 
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